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Void Detection Case Study
1. Introduction
Road subsidence can be no early sign and require proactive action in locating the possible presence of
void. Hong Kong, as a populous and congested urban city, faces the constraints and challenges of
identifying void by open trench method yet the danger of road subsidence is threatening at any time
with no obvious sign. Non-destructive techniques not only can reduce the disturbance might cause to
the operation of the road traffic, but also enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of locating possible
void if routine inspection is taken place.
In view of the potential hazard of undetected underground voids that may be triggered during
construction works. Waterland Detection Engineering Ltd was invited to be part of the case study along
with other contractors for the topic on the geophysical methods for detecting underground voids.

2. The background of the case study
The main objective of this study is to review and evaluate non-destructive (geophysical) techniques
available in the local and international markets for detection of near surface underground voids. The
methods identified are preferred to be rapid and no requiring any drilling, so as to minimize road
closure and disturbance to traffic and the public. The voids of concern can be small in size initially and
near buried utilities. The representative void in this study is assumed to be less than 1 m in diameter
and exist within 5 to 6 m below ground surface.
The void may be filled with air or water, and possibly located underneath utilities. The study also
assesses applicability of the methods to the local site conditions of Hong Kong where congested
underground utilities are often encountered.

3. Methodology
3.1 The study was done in two stages:
3.1.1. Stage 1
The study in stage 1 includes literature review, market questionnaire survey and assessment of
methods. The methods that were assessed and reviewed are ground penetrating radar, shallow seismic
reflection, spectral analysis of surface waves, electricity resistivity imaging, sonar survey,
electromagnetic method, thermal imaging, gamma density survey, microgravity survey and surface
wave-time domain reflectometry.
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After a thorough research and comparison of the result of various techniques, ground penetrating
radar is the most effective method with performance that is considered to be fair and the limitations
are not considered to be very serious. While shallow seismic reflection is relatively simple and easily
operated but the performance could be enhanced by future improvement. Refer to table 2.
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3.1.2 Stage 2
The study in stage 2 is the field trial with preset voids. Both ground penetrating radar and shallow
seismic reflection was selected to identify the voids. Among all contractors, Waterland Detection
Engineering ltd. was able to deliver the result by providing both survey services in time.
The technique would be applied at the ground surface in typical site settings in Hong Kong, with other
utilities present. The voids were artificially formed for the field trial with preset locations and sizes of
the voids. The field trial was to evaluate the effectiveness of the method and the accuracy of
interpretation.

3.2 Site preparation
A survey area of approximately 6m x 15m was reserved and 7 man-made voids of different sizes and
depths, varying from 1m to 3m deep, were placed in positions. To mimic real-life subsurface conditions
in Hong Kong, 2 precast concrete pipes, 3 PVC pipes, a GI pipe and a UPVC pipe were placed above the
man-made voids to simulate existing utilities. The fill materials were then compacted in layers in
compliance with the requirements of the General Specification. Finally, a 150-mm thick concrete slab
was cast on top of the existing ground level to simulate an urban environment. An existing box culvert
of approximately 2.5m wide was also included, running across the middle of the survey area with the
internal dimension remain unknown. All contractors have no subsurface information during the trial
test to maintain a fair result.

3.3 Result and Discussions
3.3.1 Ground Penetration Radar (GPR) Survey
Due to the use of different equipment, operating parameters and interpretation of the resulting
radargrams, the submitted results by all contractors have considerable variations in the interpreted
numbers, locations and depths of voids.
The result submitted by Waterland appears to be the best among all others, which were able to detect
the presence of underground voids under the controlled conditions, regardless of the void size and
depth. The GPR survey reveals the approximate position of the voids. Several condition should be
noted when GPR is employed, such as radar frequencies, presence of groundwater or metals, ground
conditions, antenna ringing noises or noise from other electromagnetic wave sources and experience
of operating personnel.
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GPR and Actual Void Comparison Figure 1
All dotted line boxes are the preset void location and blue area boxes are the results done by GPR. Two
voids overlapping GI and concrete pipe are hidden underneath the two utility pipelines. As shown in
the graph above, Waterland has located 5 out of 7 voids through GPR survey.
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3.3.2 Shallow Seismic Reflection (SSR) Survey
The results seem to be less accurate than those of the GPR survey. The void sizes and depths seem to
have no major adverse effect on the capability of SSR in detecting underground voids. Though the
results obtained by the SSR survey appear to have larger deviations than those obtained by the GPR
survey, SSR has a major advantage of being able to work in sites of high groundwater table.
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SSR and Actual Void Comparison Figure 2
All dotted line boxes are the preset void location and green area boxes are the results done by SSR.
Two voids overlapping GI and concrete pipe are hidden underneath the two utility pipelines. As shown
in the graph above, Waterland has located 3 out of 7 voids through SSR survey.

4. Conclusions
The Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) and Shallow Seismic Reflection (SSR) methods, being nondestructive tests, are appealing to the Hong Kong industry for their capabilities of rapid and easy
detection of underground voids. The results of this study indicate that these methods can be used to
detect the presence of underground voids under the local site conditions of Hong Kong with varying
degree of success; however the accuracy is heavily relied on the operation and interpretation skill of
the personnel. The equipment and operators for the Ground Penetrating Radar Survey are
comparatively more readily available in Hong Kong.
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